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Most versions feature continuously variable cam phasing on both intake and exhaust valves
and electronic throttle control. Other features include piston oil-jet capability, forged and fillet
rolled crankshaft , sinter forged connecting rods , a variable-length intake manifold , twin knock
control sensors and coil-on-plug ignition. Holden sells the HFV6 under the name Alloytec. The
High Feature moniker on the Holden produced engine is reserved for the twin cam phasing high
output version. The block was designed to be expandable from 2. High Feature V6 engines were
previously produced in Fishermans Bend, Port Melbourne , Australia and remain in production
at the following four manufacturing locations: St. The assembly lines for the St. Catharines and
Flint facilities were manufactured by Hirata Corporation at their powertrain facility in Kumamoto,
Japan. Most of the designs of this motor happened in Flint. They were first produced for the
Cadillac range. A majority of designs into the new alloy construction, transmission pairing and
first use in production were all undertaken in Detroit and manufactured in St. Catharines,
Ontario. Holden had the job of developing smaller engines Holden 3. It was also used on the
Chinese CTS. The LP1 was built in St. The LP9 is a 2. It has the same bore and stroke as the
naturally aspirated LP1 , however the compression ratio is reduced to 9. Global versions of this
engine use the same horsepower rating for both metric and imperial markets â€” mechanical
horsepower â€” while the Europe-only versions are rated in metric horsepower. The LF1 is a 3.
Output is identical to the LF1. Holden has built its own 3. Branded with the Alloytec name like
the 3. It has a Holden also produced the 3. The 3. Lower powered versions only have variable
cam phasing on the inlet cam LE0. Selected models also include variable exhaust. This engine
is produced in several locations: St. The LLT engine has a compression ratio of Other
components like the fuel injectors , intake valves , and fuel pump have also been updated.
Power and torque are up slightly from the LLT. The compression ratio is The LFX also features
E85 flex-fuel capability. The vapour injection system injected gas directly into the air intake
runner, thereby preventing excess gas from circulating through the air intake system. Although
liquid LPG injection generally produces more power, Holden justified vapour injection on the
grounds of lower fuel consumption, lower CO 2 emissions, reduced pumping and parasitic
losses, and start-up reliability in hot weather. Furthermore, the LWR engine exceeded Euro 6
emissions standards. In essence, the twin-turbo 3. Changes to the LF3 include:. Starting with
Cadillac models a new generation of High Feature V6s were developed. They also incorporate
engine start-stop technology, cylinder-deactivation, 2-stage oil pumps, and updated variable
valve timing featuring intermediate park technology for late-intake valve closure. Both engines
debuted in the Cadillac CT6. Maximum engine speed is RPM. Premium unleaded fuel is required.
Along with the increased bore spacing, the new 3. Intake and exhaust valves are also increased
in size along with other changes to the cylinder head. On March 21, AutoWeek reported that GM
was planning to develop a degree V12 based on this engine family to power the top version of
Cadillac's upcoming flagship sedan. This Cadillac would essentially have had two 3. If this
engine would have been developed, it would have displaced 7. Development of the engine was
reportedly being conducted in Australia by Holden. In August, , GM announced that
development of the V12 had been cancelled. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor
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Buick LaCrosse. Buick Regal GS. Chevrolet Blazer. The Mustang GT is better than ever because
it had to be. But competition for the V-6 Stang is also intensifying, so we set out to determine if
the V-6 similarly leads the herd. Acceleration is decent, at 6. At even 30 mph, anything higher
than third lugs the engine. Venture onto your favorite back road, though, and the V-6 Mustang is
as disappointing as Hootie and the Blowfish's sophomore album. Stops of feet from 70 mph trail

not only the Camaro and Genesis but also all four competitors in our recent mid-size
hybrid-sedan comparo. Although the steering is quick and direct, feedback through the wheel is
a solid zilch. Still, even with the Deadliest Catch â€”grade rolling and pitching, the car is
surprisingly balanced, with the slightest understeer on turn-in. The six lacks the gusto for
power-on oversteer, but the throttle can dial the initial understeer into neutrality, and we herded
the Ford around the skidpad for 0. That trails the stick we got out of the V-6 Camaro and
Genesis by a marginal amount 0. There are a lot of reasons people buy cars, but when it comes
to coupes, there are really only twoâ€”style and funâ€”and both are emotional. The Camaro
looks worlds better in our opinion, and it and the Genesis are more fun to drive. Displacement:
cu in, cc Power: bhp rpm Torque: lb-ft rpm. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search.
Today's Top Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best
Minivans and Vans of Best Station Wagons of View Photos. Expand Collapse. This content is
created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their
email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at
piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Instrumented Tests. In the early s,
Opel identified the need for a modern, lightweight and compact power plant to replace its aging
straight-six engine range. These engines have a cast iron engine block with cast aluminium
alloy cylinder heads. The cylinder heads contain 4 valves per cylinder actuated by dual
overhead camshafts which are driven by a timing belt. These engines however, differed from
many modern V6 engines in that it has a 54 degree cylinder bank angle; as opposed to the more
conventional 60 degree setup. This added to the engines' compactness which was needed to
allow its use in front-wheel drive applications, as well as rear-wheel drive cars. Other features of
these engines include: an oil to water heat exchanger is mounted within the V of the engine
block, Bosch Motronic engine management system with full sequential fuel injection , knock
control on each bank, Distributorless Ignition System DIS , and closed loop lambda control.
Minor changes were made to the unit during its production, including an uprated oil pump
around mid, with the addition of larger oilways in the head machining T-Vents , and modified
valve lifters to reduce top-end valve noise, at which point the cam belt arrangement also
changed with the lower idler moving. Around , the spin-on metal canister oil filter was changed
to a disposable paper element. The engine was reworked substantially in in order to meet
increasing emission requirements; with the 2. While displacement was changed the bore
centers and deck height were retained. These later power plants had a revised engine
management system setup, which used quad lambda sensor control, coil per plug ignition
system and drive by wire throttles. The 3. As a result of these changes the EGR and secondary
air injection system were removed. In its 3. It features Bosch Motronic 2. The exception being
the Calibras, which, due to unavailability of C25XE engine blocks, were produced using the
X25XE block but without modifications to the top end of the engine, and without addition of
EGR. The X25XE also benefitted from higher volume oil pump. Firing order is The breakdown of
the engine name [1] is as follows:. Engine management systems are Bosch Motronic M2. For ,
Saab introduced a turbocharged version called the BE for their model. The engine was unique in
that it used asymmetrical turbocharging; with the turbocharger driven by the exhaust gases
from only one bank of cylinders. A charge pressure of 3. The engine was equipped with a
special version of Saab Direct Ignition and used the Trionic T7 engine management system. It
was used in:. It had fixed non-variable valve timing, and a variable length intake manifold. The
engine has a Production started in July , but the engine was replaced by the new GM High
Feature engine starting in From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from GM L81
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â€” Saab Sequential multi-port fuel injection. Secondary air injection , EGR Valve. Cars Astra
Corsa Insignia. The Ford Mustang is a dog and pony show -- the base V6 is crude and
unpleasant, but the V8-powered GT is a muscular sports coupe to be reckoned with. From the
driver's perspective, the Ford Mustang is a tale of two engines. The base Mustang with its aged
V6 is a truck in sport-coupe clothing, a debatable dollar upgrade at the Hertz counter. The

Mustang V8, on the other hand, is a barrel-chested beast that lives to make stoplight mincemeat
of similarly priced import sport coupes. But even the base Mustang V6 benefits from the
numerous exterior and interior styling updates for , and new optional features like Ford Sync
are undeniably alluring. On this view, the Ford Mustang actually offers something for everyone:
a rowdy V8-powered performance car for enthusiasts and a distinctively styled six-cylinder
coupe for those whose tire-squealing days are behind them. Let's start with the Mustang GT, a
rambunctious purveyor of burbling exhaust pipes and smoking tires that can nonetheless tackle
a twisting mountain road with admirable poise. Its non-independent rear suspension might not
be the most technologically advanced design on the planet, but the GT makes up for it with a
combination of a sweet 4. The V8 gains 15 horsepower and 5 pound-feet of torque this year,
thanks in large part to the Bullitt's cold-air induction system, and the springs and shocks have
also been dialed up to Bullitt levels of stiffness. For those who aren't sufficiently impressed by
the GT's improvements, the TrackPack option package tightens up the suspension even further.
The Mustang V6, on the other hand, is saddled with an ancient V6 that's intimately related to the
venerable Ford Ranger pickup's optional 4. It continues to sell well because of its eye-catching
retro styling and considerably lower cost, but in our opinion, there are simply better choices.
The Mustang V6's base price makes us think of numerous other desirable sporty cars we'd
rather spend that money on -- the Honda Civic Si and Hyundai Genesis Coupe 2. However, we
will confess that the Mustang V6 convertible would be our rental ragtop of choice, easily beating
out the monumentally boring Chrysler Sebring. The base V6 starts with inch alloy wheels,
keyless entry, cruise control, air-conditioning, full power accessories and a CD audio system
with an auxiliary audio jack. The V6 Premium adds upgraded inch wheels, leather upholstery, a
power driver seat, Sync, color-adjustable gauges, a leather-wrapped steering wheel, upgraded
interior trim and a Shaker stereo system with a six-CD changer. The V8-powered GT comes with
the base V6's features plus inch alloys, dual exhaust tips, a limited-slip rear differential, a rear
spoiler and foglamps. Options on the base Mustang V6 include an exterior appearance package
and an anti-theft system. The V6 Premium unlocks a slew of packages and options in addition to
those available on the base model, including the Pony Package consisting of various exterior
styling enhancements , the Comfort Package power passenger seat, heated front seats,
auto-dimming rearview mirror and the Electronics Package voice-activated navigation system
with travel link, automatic climate control. Also available are remote start, xenon headlamps, a
glass roof, a tonneau cover for convertible models and a back-up camera which requires the
Electronics Package. The GT can be outfitted with a 3. Finally, the TrackPack for GT models
contributes inch summer tires, the 3. The rear-wheel-drive Ford Mustang comes standard with a
five-speed manual transmission, and a five-speed automatic is optional. The Mustang V6 is
powered by a 4. Expect a mph sprint in the low 5-second range for the GT model, with the V6
trailing its brawnier brother by a considerable margin. Antilock four-wheel disc brakes,
front-seat side airbags and stability control are standard on all Mustangs. Though crash tests
for the Mustang hadn't been released at the time of this writing, last year's Mustang earned a
perfect five stars for front-impact protection and side-impact protection of front passengers.
The convertible got a five-star rating for rear side-impact protection, while the coupe got four
stars. In Insurance Institute for Highway Safety testing, the '09 Mustang convertible, the only
model tested, scored "Acceptable" the second highest of four ratings in frontal-offset tests and
"Good" the highest rating for side-impact tests. Acceleration is respectable from the
industrial-sounding V6, but if at all possible, we recommend anteing up for the vastly more
enjoyable yet hardly less fuel-efficient Mustang GT, which brings a snorting hp V8 to the party.
We can't think of another engine at this price point that sounds as good and pulls as hard as the
GT's V8. In the handling department, the Ford Mustang infamously utilizes an old-school
solid-axle rear suspension that helps keep costs down, yet Ford has managed to endow the
Mustang with a fairly comfortable ride and responsive handling, particularly in GT trim. The
TrackPack makes the Mustang even sharper, though you still won't confuse this American
throwback with high-tech handlers like the Z, RX-8, i and Genesis Coupe. The Mustang's cabin
retains its characteristic retro design while adding significantly higher-quality materials to the
mix. The result won't fool you into thinking you're driving a luxury coupe, but it's a notably nicer
interior than we're used to seeing in a Mustang. Major controls are simple to operate and the
seats are comfortable, though the base seats could use more lateral support the GT's seats
have more aggressive bolstering. The optional Sync system provides useful voice-integration
technology for music and Bluetooth functions. Both the Mustang coupe and the convertible
offer seating for four, and average-size adults can fit in back, but they'll be a bit cramped. Trunk
capacity is decent, with Available styles include GT Premium 2dr Coupe 4. Doing so could save
you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership
sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and

where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used
car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you
have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports,
read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Ford Mustang. Is it better
to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to
go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly
payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand,
can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone
who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Ford lease specials Check out
Ford Mustang lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features
Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Weak and outdated V6, unimpressive fuel economy all
around. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review.
Vehicle overview. The Ford Mustang puts a bounce in its gallop with rejuvenated styling inside
and out. It also boasts larger wheels, standard stability control and more power for the
V8-powered GT model. Handling has been improved across the board, and the GT benefits from
suspension tuning from last year's discontinued Bullitt edition. Additionally, Ford's
voice-activated Sync multimedia integration system is now available for the Mustang. Read
more. Write a review See all 95 reviews. Ford's Character Machine is [non-permissible content
removed]. I wanted a Mustang GT since I was I was taking a walk around at my local dealer's lot
while my Fusion was being serviced and seen the black on black 5 speed GT. I wasn't planning
on buying at the time but with only 10k km miles on it and a price tag of half of that of the new
'Stangs I was sold. This is a dream come true. The car feels very solid and sounds great. There
is power in every gear and at any rev. Most importantly, the car has character, which is missing
from all these new boring cars rolling out. I chose the 10's over the 11's because the 4. Also
heard about issues with the new 6 speed. Best bang for the buck I ever spent on a car. Read
less. All these cars have a problem with the AC compressor. Ford should recall on this part
because is a problem with all the mustang and is very expensive. Bought this car as a leftover
and got a grreat deal. The red candy metallic looks great with white stripes. This car is loaded
and drives fantastically. On a recent drive mostly highway driving I was getting 26 miles to the
gallon. I haven't found a thing to complain about yet. This is my 4th Stang and they just keep
getting better. Ive had 3 Mustangs a , and my current Mustang Gt awesome Car. Its Better than
the all the way. Bought both of them used had the for about 11months then found the Mustang
Gt 4. I thought the was good the Mustang is Great handles better and it even has the track
pack,heated seats and 19'wheels. I get stares at all the people who wished they had one. This
car overall handles better drives quiet and if your use to a sports car ride ,its Allright with me.
No kids in the back seats to mess up the leather and I keep the music Crankin. See all 95
reviews of the Used Ford Mustang. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test
Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores.
Sponsored cars related to the Mustang. Sign Up. Coronavirus update: New contactless services
to help keep you safe. Great follow up and information provided. Unfortunately, the vehicle I
wanted sold to another party. They were lucky to get the vehicle and lucky to be working with
this dealer! First class!! Very responsive, quick, and informed about the vehicle. Clean and
upscale buildings. Overall a great experience. I received timely feedback and follow in my
interest. I appreciate it. Dealer staff emajled me information the next day. I called and the lady in
sales was very friendly and took care of business. Due to my distance from the dealer they were
able to work out all the details with me quickly and efficiently online. Upon my arrival the vehicle
was ready for a test drive. We then discussed a few more items and the process was seamless
from there. The staff was very professional and helpful. Asked a email question if the vehicle
had a towing package that was important to decide if I was to purchase the vehicle. So I
followed up again with another email request if the vehicle had the towing package. No
response from the dealer for the last week. If you want to improve the customer experience less
automation and more personal care. That is how i can describe my experience with Carmania.
They contacted me promptly and answered all my questions. When I arrived for a test-drive, it
was no hassle! Usually it takes forever to even get into car in any dealership I dealt before. But
in Carmania it was a smooth process. The people at this dealership are very nice and willing to
answer questions about their cars. I did not buy a car here because I found one that someone I
know is selling. It was wonderful! The sales lady was very professional and with the purchase of
my first car! They where awsome my bank took too longi told them that if some one came in to
buy let it go. I made an offer, but only response was to call dealership. They did tell me when it
sold, but again, no counter offer or acknowledgment of my offer I was promised a return phone
call and pictures and never received one. Reached out to someone else was also promised and
never followed up with me. Subsequently sent multiple emails and phone calls and never heard

back from anyone only to find out the next day they sold the vehicle to someone else. We
purchased this car from autopik, The car was just as advertised, no surprises Paperwork was
painless , they did everything they said they would. More power, a refined suspension, and
impressive restyling mean will be a great year for Ford's Mustang. Also new for is an antiskid
system, a newly standard capless fuel tank, a rearview camera, and the inclusion of real-time
traffic updates in its navigation system, which has been widely praised. As is standard
operating procedure of late for the Mustang, two engines are offered - a V6 and a V8. The base
trim enjoys a not-anemic 4. GTs get a hp increase from last year in their 4. While the V6 is
punchy and fast, providing enough power in all situations to negate practical complaint, the V8
provides the extra grunt and gristle that has made the Mustang so popular for 45 years.
Immediate power and a solid pull throughout the rpm range force smiles, and the five-speed
manual transmission is as smooth and solid as you could want. Both engines come with the
option of either a manual or automatic five-speed, and both have been praised almost
unanimously for their smooth and precise operation. In an effort to increase fuel efficiency, Ford
is utilizing a 3. Both engines run on regular-grade fuel. Many suspension upgrades are some of
the biggest improvements in the Mustang. Stiffer springs and new anti-roll bars combine with
new front struts and larger pistons up front. This is all an attempt to combat the negative
associations that still come with the live rear axle that so many remember inducing the wheel
hop and chatter that Mustang legends are made of. Live rear axle concerns aside, the Mustang
tracks well, with confident steering and brakes that allow you to dive into corners without
apprehension. Upgrades are noticeable, and the Mustang just keeps getting better in this
regard. The Mustang's interior just keeps getting better, with a few lagging complaints. Small
complaints aside, many improvements to the interior have been added for , including additional
sound insulation and a stiffened chassis that further reduces sound intrusion into the cabin.
The instrument panel has been completely redesigned and now stretches from door to door
with a single thermoplastic olefin molding that is a far cry from hard plastic. Gauges, ringed in
the same aluminum bezel, are well placed and easy to read, and with their redesign have been
similarly well-received. Space has always been tight in Mustangs, and while the seats are
comfortable and supportive, taller drivers will find issue, especially with longer legs struggling
to both work the pedals and find space between door or center console and steering wheel. The
lack of height adjustment for the seatbelt is another sad omission that would do a lot to
accommodate taller and shorter drivers. Rear seats, as always, are best left for backpacks and
babies, as they are borderline inadequate for adults, both in accessibility and comfort. GT trims
get additional aluminum trim and automatic headlights, and upgrading to Premium will add all
of the features of the V6 Premium package, plus leather upholstery. Special attention should be
paid to the optional navigation system, which has been largely praised as perhaps the best
available in its class, if not beyond, with a stellar voice recognition system and shockingly easy
Bluetooth and iPod integration, as well as a large, clear screen. V6 Premium and GT trims also
have the option of a full glass roof panel, a unique option in the class. Standard safety features
are dual front and front side airbags, antilock four-wheel disc brakes, an antiskid system,
Post-Crash Alert, a tire-pressure monitor, and an emergency inside trunklid release. Mustang
owners are a loyal breed, but more than happy to accept the numerous improvements Ford
keeps heaping on their favorite ponycar. Many would like to see all the hard plastic removed
from the interior, and with as large of a success as the thermoplastic olefin molded dash has
been, it might not be far behind. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles
available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history
for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars
and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and
securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and
filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and
deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Ford Mustang listings in your area Search
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus
User. Authorized Ford Dealer. Private Seller: Mike. Houston, TX Message Seller. CarGurus Pay.
Why Use CarGurus? The understated yet luxurious Audi A6 is a solid all-around effort,
particularly with the supercharged 3. It deserves consideration alongside its capable European
and Japanese rivals. Sometimes you can do well and still be forgotten. Just ask the crew of
Apollo 16 or the Audi A6. As noted above, the A6 has a rather thin list of cons, indicative of a
midsize luxury sedan that does most things right. Yet this Audi competes against some
memorable heavy hitters from BMW, Jaguar and Mercedes just to name a few that make
noticing anything else difficult. Perhaps it's because the A6's styling is too similar to the

cheaper A4 or the fact that the A6 has always played second fiddle in this crowd. Whatever the
reason, the Audi A6 deserves to be remembered. Thanks to last year's addition of a horsepower
supercharged V6 and several other updates, the A6 was already better than ever, but the model
sees even more improvements. The base engine gains an extra 10 hp thanks to Audi "valvelift"
system, which improves fuel economy and acceleration. Other changes include a pair of sport
packages and an updated MMI electronics controller that makes using the optional navigation
system an easier experience. Otherwise, the A6 carries on with a sleek exterior design that's a
little derivative of Audi's cheaper A4, but certainly a unique shape in its class. The wagon
"Avant" body style in particular, is easily one of the best-looking around. The interior is a treat
for the eyes and fingers, featuring attractive, high-quality materials in pleasing Earth tones. The
amaretto and black two-tone interior in particular is a distinct departure from normally stoic
German cabins and almost seems Italian. Not all A6s are created equal, however. The base 3.
Audi's hallmark Quattro all-wheel-drive system is also not available with the 3. Even more
disappointing is the top-of-the-line V8 model, which offers no discernible performance
advantage over the supercharged V6, let alone other eight-cylinder luxury sedans. That leaves
the 3. Still, competing against the best from Europe is a tall order. Even in its twilight years, the
current-generation BMW 5 Series is a tremendous automobile, especially for driving
enthusiasts. The Jaguar XF bests the A6 in the sleek styling category, grabbing impressed
glances from the curb and approving comments from passengers. The all-new Mercedes-Benz
E-Class is perhaps the most well-rounded entry, providing rock-solid construction, a
comfortable ride and a pleasing driving demeanor. The Audi A6 -- especially the 3. It's hard to
find fault with this Audi, but taking a long look around is definitely recommended. The Audi A6
is available in sedan and wagon Avant body styles. The sedan is available in three trim levels
that correspond to engine specification: 3. The Avant comes only in 3. There is also a
high-performance version known as the S6, which is addressed in a separate model review. The
A6 3. The 3. Both of these trims are available with several packages. The Premium Plus package
available on both 3. The A6 4. The following options are available on all trims. The Cold Weather
package includes heated rear seats, a heated steering wheel and heated front seats on the 3.
The inch Sport package adds different inch wheels, a sport-tuned suspension and a three-spoke
sport steering wheel. The inch Sport package subs in inch wheels and summer tires to the inch
package. Stand-alone options include rear side airbags and a blind-spot warning system. The
Audi A6 3. Front-wheel drive and a continuously variable transmission CVT are standard -all-wheel drive is not available. A six-speed automatic and Quattro all-wheel drive are standard.
In performance testing, the 3. The 4. A six-speed automatic and Quattro are standard. Audi
estimates a time of 5. All Audi A6 models come with antilock disc brakes, stability control,
front-seat side airbags and full-length side curtain airbags. Rear-seat side airbags are optional.
In brake testing, the 3. In Insurance Institute for Highway Safety crash tests, the A6 was
awarded the highest possible score of "Good" for frontal-offset and side-impact protection. The
Audi A6's suspension tuning should prove satisfactory for most shoppers, offering a suitably
Germanic balance between ride and handling. A sport suspension is available with one of two
Sport packages reintroduced for , but we'd give the inch-wheel version a pass if it's anything
like the A6's former sport suspension, which produced a tooth-rattling ride without much
handling benefit. The revised V6 should be enough for many luxury shoppers, but the zesty and
reasonably priced 3. Every A6 cruises confidently on the highway, though some tire roar finds
its way into the cabin at elevated speeds. The available Quattro all-wheel-drive system gives the
A6's driver some added peace of mind in foul weather. The Audi A6 continues to offer one of the
finest cabins in its class, with an attractive dash layout, excellent materials quality and
impressive fit and finish. All A6 models come with the Multi Media Interface MMI vehicle
management system, which controls entertainment, communication and optional navigation
functions via the dash-mounted LCD screen and a large knob and buttons on the center
console. Models with the navigation system have the updated MMI system, which has
better-sorted menus, crisper graphics and a joystick-like control on top of the MMI knob to
increase functionality. The A6 sedan offers a perfectly adequate cubic-foot trunk, though it's no
bigger than the compact A4's. The Avant wagon offers a spacious 34 cubic feet behind its rear
seats and 59 cubes with them folded. The Used Audi A6 Sedan is offered in the following styles:
3. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car you're
interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find cheap
used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're interested
in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other
owners paid for the Used Audi A6 Sedan. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and

they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's
true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep
the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Check out Audi lease specials Check out Audi A6 lease specials. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car.
Top-dog V8 slower than supercharged V6, not as memorable as some rivals. Other years. List
Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the A6 for sale near you. See Pricing.
Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near Edmunds' Expert
Review. Vehicle overview. The Audi A6 receives a more powerful base engine, while the
navigation system is upgraded to include real-time traffic and Audi's latest-generation MMI
electronics control system. A pair of sport packages returns to the options list and a heated
steering wheel is now included with the Cold Weather package. Read more. Write a review See
all 23 reviews. Very impressed with performance, handling and styling of the A6 supercharged.
Only 2 complaints: very average gas mileage even when not driving hard, in the 20 mpg range.
Have had to visit dealer 5 times for service in 1st year, 1 sch maint, 2 running light burnouts, 1
water pump seal, 1 display malfunction. Seems like a lot of down time for a new vehicle in this
price range. Read less. This is my 2nd A6, and 3rd Audi. Overall an excellent car. Shopped it
against BMW xi, but found it to be more responsive, particularly at low speeds, and much more
attractive aesthetically , especially the interior. Audi did make the car more powerful with the
new 3. The only reliability issue I experienced was a coolant leak due to a faulty water pump,
which was replaced under a recall notice. I love driving this car but sadly have had too many
problems. Really detracts from driving enjoyment if constantly worrying about the tires. My New
Audi A6 quattro is the best car I have ever driven bar none! The power of this car thrills me. The
Tiptronic transmission is so smooth you can barely feel the shift. It accelerates like a
motorcycle. Drive mode and Sport mote are the same. The interior is huge! I am 6'2" and I can
completely stretch my legs all the way out. I can pull the seat forward to allow back seat
passengers and I am still driving comfortably. The Premium Plus and all weather package came
with this car. It has the full MMI which has a 10 Gig hard drive for uploading media. I love this
car! See all 23 reviews of the Used Audi A6 Sedan. Write a review. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test.
See full safety scores. Sponsored cars related to the A6. Sign Up. The Toyota Camry has all the
character of a washing machine from behind the wheel, but it's a plush-riding champ on the
highway, and the optional V6 is the best in the midsize sedan segment. No wonder that the
Camry remains one of the top family sedans on the market. Some things don't change. Take the
Toyota Camry's buttery-soft ride and roomy, serene cabin, for example, which have been
endearing Camry traits since we can remember. And some things get better with age. Look at
the Camry's powerful, fuel-efficient and ultra-smooth horsepower V6, which is not only the best
Camry V6 ever, but also the best all-around V6 in any family sedan. Unfortunately, other things
can sour with time. That's where the current Camry's underwhelming interior quality comes in.
Overall, though, the Camry remains one of the top choices in this competitive segment. With
excellent crash test scores and comfort and refinement to spare, the Camry's got what most
family-sedan shoppers want. For , the Camry receives a midcycle rejuvenation. Most notably,
the base four-cylinder engine increases in size from 2. The exterior styling has also been
tweaked, boasting a new grille, larger headlights, and a revised taillight design. On the safety
front, stability control is now standard across the lineup. The current-generation Camry's '07
debut coincided with the latest Nissan Altima's, and the new Honda Accord joined the crowd a
year later. Then, in , Mazda threw its hat in the ring with the upsized Mazda 6. Meanwhile, other
competent midsizers like the Chevrolet Malibu and Hyundai Sonata have soldiered on as viable
alternatives. And this just in -- the Ford Fusion has received a thorough going-over and looks
set to seriously challenge the class leaders. In the face of such stiff competition, there have
been some rumblings that Toyota's iconic family sedan is losing its edge. Judging by the
Camry's so-so interior quality relative to previous generations, there might be some truth to
that. In most other respects, though, the Toyota Camry is still a top contender, from its
top-notch crashworthiness and plush ride to its slightly sullied but nonetheless enduring
reputation for reliability. It doesn't handle nearly as well as sporty entrants like the Mazda 6 and
Altima, of course, but we suspect the majority of shoppers in this segment will appreciate the
Camry's ride and handling balance more than the Mazda's or the Nissan's. With so many
appealing options to choose from, we strongly advise shopping around and test-driving as
many models as possible. We're fans of the Camry, though. Its refined character is bound to
appeal to families looking for a soothing vehicular escape from the daily grind. The base Camry
comes only with a four-cylinder engine, while the other trims offer a choice between the
four-cylinder and a V6. The Camry LE adds keyless entry and an eight-way power driver seat.

The SE includes a sport-tuned suspension, inch alloy wheels, and special interior and exterior
styling details. The luxurious XLE reverts to the LE's softer suspension settings and inch
wheels while providing an upgraded JBL-branded sound system with an in-dash CD changer
and satellite radio, Bluetooth phone and music connectivity, automatic dual-zone climate
control, a power passenger seat, an auto-dimming rearview mirror, reclining rear seats, a
moonroof, wood-tone accents and, on the V6 model, leather seating. Note that neither the SE
nor the XLE offers the folding rear seat, though each has a center pass-through. Most of the
XLE's upgrades are offered on the lower trim levels as options. Other major options, depending
on trim level, include a sunroof, a navigation system, keyless ignition and entry and heated
front seats. The SE receives a tweaked version of the same engine that's good for hp. A
six-speed manual transmission is standard on all four-cylinder Camrys except for the XLE,
which comes only with a six-speed automatic. For the rest of the trims, the automatic is
optional. Optional on all models except for the base Camry is a 3. A six-speed automatic is the
sole transmission choice. Thus equipped, the Camry can sprint to 60 mph in a fleet 6. Every
Toyota Camry comes with antilock brakes with brake assist, stability control, front-seat side
airbags, full-length side curtain airbags and a driver knee airbag. In crash tests conducted by
the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, the Camry earned a perfect five stars in all
frontal and side impact categories. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety gave it the top
rating of "Good" in its frontal-offset and side-impact crash tests. The new 2. The SE supposedly
ratchets up the fun in tight corners, but in reality it's just a slightly firmer version of one of the
most softly sprung family sedans you can buy. For many shoppers in this segment, the Camry's
cosseting suspension and cabin may be preferable to the sportier approach taken by Mazda and
Nissan, but for the record, the Camry's handling dynamics are about as bland as they get. There
is one unequivocally sporty element, though -- the optional turbine-smooth V6, which
transforms the Toyota Camry into one of the fastest mid-priced sedans on the road while
maintaining impressive fuel economy numbers. In base and LE models, the Camry's interior is
straightforward and functional. Toyota's decades of experience in ergonomics shine through
here -- the main controls are large and logically placed, and the wide seats easily accommodate
most body types. There are plenty of storage cubbies, too. The ice-blue backlighting for the
audio and climate controls may seem a bit tacky, but it does liven things up a bit. The SE adds
sporty interior styling cues, while the XLE raises the bar with convincing fake wood accents and
an upscale feature not typically seen in this segment -- reclining rear seats. Trunk capacity for
all models is 15 cubic feet. Notably, build and materials quality aren't up to the high standard
set by previous-generation Camrys. Some plastics are substandard, and panel fitments aren't
uniformly precise. The Camry's interior isn't bad by any means, but it's no longer above average
for this segment. Available styles include LE 4dr Sedan 2. Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Toyota Camry. Is it better to lease or buy a
car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Check out Toyota lease specials Check out Toyota Camry
lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. Spotty fit and finish, spiritless handling. Other years. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The Toyota
Camry receives a number of updates for , chief among them a new 2. Also, both the manual and
automatic transmissions now have six speeds instead of five. Finally, stability control is now
standard across the model range. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. I'm not your
typical highway-only driver. I live in the country on dirt roads. I drive this car hard and fast. It
gets driven through mud and down dirt roads every day. When I finally make it onto the
highway, I drive it at least 60 miles a day and usually closer to miles a day. I bought this car
used with 25, miles on it. I now have , I did that around , miles. It came with a lot of warranty but
I never had to use it. I drove the miles out pretty fast because I drive a lot. The only problem I
have is my road is terrible so I wear tires out pretty fast. I get mud on the inside of the tires and
they wear unevenly sometimes. But, that is not the cars fault. I have had two deer hit the car on
the drivers side. It did some cosmetic damage, but the car held firm on the road and no
passengers were injured. So, it can take a hit and keep on trucking. The last hit was pretty hard.

I never hit my breaks because I didn't see it coming. So, the air bags did not deploy and were
not needed. It was a large buck. Took out most of the front, drivers side. But, I'm still driving it.
The insurance company says it will cost more to fix it than it is worth so that tells you the
damage. I think this car is amazing. And, if I can drive it off-road, you should be fine driving it on
paved roads. All the bells and whistles still work - windows roll up and down, AC works, etc. I
have had to add some freon the last couple of summers.. If I were being overly picky, my only
complaints would be I don't like the USB connection location. It is hard to get to. And, it doesn't
charge when the car is off. It does have cigarette lighter chargers that are better located. But,
the fuze went out and I haven't replaced it. Tthe charcoal gas emissions thing is malfunctioned
and makes it hard to pump gas. The pump clicks off several times before i the car is full. This
happened on my previous camry also. I think the canister is full of dirt. But, it is expensive to fix
so I live with it. If you have the chance to purchase a Camry, do it. You won't regret it. I also
average mpg and I drive at least 75 mph because I'm in Texas and we do that here. Read less.
Nice, Reliable, Comfortable, Economical. If you read the owner's manual and use common
sense, you have nothing to worry about. But the recall changes the accelerator pedal so it is
"idiot" proof. As a bonus, I also own Toyo
vw bus engine tin
2001 ford escape owners manual free
2002 chevy silverado starter location
ta stock, so I share in the profits. I've own my Camry LE I4 for 2. This car is perfect for what it
is, a comfortable daily commuter that's easy to maintain. I've taken lots of road trips in the
Camry and it's perfect for the open roads. I've got as much as 36 mpg if I keep it at 70 mph but
avg around 32 going Reliability so far has been perfect. I haven't gone to the dealer once for
warranty repair. If you buy a Camry for what it is, a commuter car, you're going to be happy; just
don't expect BMW handling. I do a lot of driving daily, mostly highway. It's roomy and fun to
drive. Don't believe all the negativity that appears here. It's mostly bogus. Camry is by far still
above the Sonata, Accord, and Altima. See all reviews of the Used Toyota Camry. Write a
review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated.
IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4.
Sponsored cars related to the Camry. Sign Up.

